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By Michaela Collins 

I’m sure everyone who attended our "Bring  Back The 90's" trivia night last Saturday, will agree that it was a 

fabulous night!!! On behalf of the entire kinder community, I would like to sincerely thank the four very spe-

cial kinder Mums, Esther Smith (Mackenzie's Mum), Rachael Banks (Murphy's Mum), Tamara Kamphuis 

(Joel's Mum) and Sarah Cornish Smith (Matilda's Mum), who put their heart and soul into the planning and 

running of this event. Thanks also goes to Andrea Williams (Darcie's Mum) who helped with the planning of 

the night but was unfortunately not well enough to attend and enjoy it!  

The Warrandyte Mechanics Hall was a perfect venue and looked fantastic with decorations and with the 

beautiful artwork by our kinder children adorning the walls. The silent auction items were a sight to behold 

with many varied items and vouchers from generous businesses who were so kind to donate.  

The night provided a wonderful opportunity to not only raise money for our kinder (stay tuned for the an-

nouncement of the final figure) but also to get our daggy 90's groove on (I still have the Backstreet Boys 

playing in my head!) and to have fun and to build on our friendships with all of our fellow kinder parents.  

We had such fantastic support for the night from our kinder community; enormous thanks to everyone who 

attended and/or contributed to the evening. Don't forget that you can still purchase your child's artwork in 

our kinder foyer; such love put into each piece by our kinder children.  

Thank you again to Esther, Rachael, Tamara and Sarah for their tireless hard work and see them in their fin-

est 90's gear in the gorgeous photo below!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Up coming Events  
Thursday 7th September 4 Yr Old Peter and the Wolf play (Nunawading) 

Wednesday 6th and Friday 8th 

September 

3yr Old Group photo days 

Friday 22nd September Last day of Term 3 

Monday 9th October 1st Day of Term 4 



 

 

By Esther Smith 

On Saturday August 26th we held our MAJOR fundraiser for the year, a 90’s themed Trivia night. It was 

a fantastic night that included door prizes, raffle prizes, a silent auction and your very own child’s art-

work on display with the “Kinder Kids Art Sale”. If you weren’t at the trivia night you can still purchase 

your child's art work. This will be displayed in the foyer at kinder. Please see Sarah Cornish from the 3 

year old group and Esther Smith from the 4 year old group.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A huge thank you to the fundraising committee who did a marvelous job in organising the event and 

gathering some fantastic silent auction items. A special thanks to Rachael Banks, Sarah Cornish, 

Tamara Kamphuis and Andrea Williams who worked incredibly hard to make the night a big success.  

 

We raised over $6000 
 

 

Thanks again to all the families that came on the night to support your kids beautiful kinder and to 

keep it growing for years to come.  

90’s trivia Fundraising Night 
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Congratulations to William on the arrival of his baby brother, Alexander.  

 

Our snowfield remained popular for a few weeks as the wintery weather that we’d been experiencing 

allowed for some imaginative scenarios in our ‘winter wonderland’!  

 

This interest waned and then we set up our imagination corner as a ‘hospital’ due to following our explo-

ration of our sense of Hearing, the children were fascinated with how the doctor in one of our books 

could hear ‘inside’ a patient’s body.  This led on to getting out our stethoscope and discussing the many 

aspects of WHY a doctor might want to hear what was happening in a persons body!  We then went fur-

ther to try to understand WHAT some of the major organs in our body do, and how we can keep them 

healthy. This engendered quite a bit of conversation and reflection from the children. This past week we 

have been having a very brief look at what our heart and lungs, and our liver and stomach might sound 

like; where they are situated in our body, and what their role is in our body.  The children are fascinated!  

It is important for the children to understand that all parts of our body have to work together to maintain 

a healthy body.   

The children have been very busy making prints of their bubble experiments on canvases. We have used 

the prints from this process for the Trivia Night.  Many thanks to those few parents who helped the chil-

dren with the drawings on top of these. They look terrific!  It is very interesting observing the children do-

ing the ‘blowing’, as it shows those who have difficulty in the strength of their breath in pushing the dye 

across the paper.  They may need additional upper respiratory exercises to strengthen their capacity. 

 

After experimenting initially with the paints and dyes, the children created their own interpretations of 

their representation of the wattle in the vases.  After a while, the children then went on to use their imagi-

nation further and quite diverse creations would emerge.  Sometimes they just require a visual stimulus to 

create an initial interest. 

 

We were lucky to have Lisa relieve for me when I attended a funeral earlier this month.  Lisa has done 

extensive studies recently in Brain Gym Kinesiology, and used this in her work with the children.  The chil-

dren are thoroughly engaged when Lisa explains the “I Can” cards.  They then recline in the “Hook Up” 

phase.  This is helping the children to ‘cross their midline’, which in turn is getting the children to exercise 

both sides of their brain. This is quite a powerful exercise to use regularly….you can do it standing up, sit-

ting down, on the ground, or even as a marching/crawling exercise.             

 

One child was very specific about how she wanted her gymnastics course set up outside.  When she had 

it to her satisfaction, she tried it out.  Other children around her saw how much fun and what a challenge 

it was, they joined in also. The children demonstrate a pride in their achievement and celebrated and 

shared their achievement with others. They are also developing an awareness of organising play spaces 

to ensure the safety and wellbeing of themselves and others.   
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4 Year Olds 
By Veronica Pederson, Nominated Supervisor /Education Leader 
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Outside play has also been about risk-taking as we hung up some rope lad-

ders and the trapeze to provide a greater challenge. The children that have 

taken this challenge up have been sooooo proud of themselves!  Congratu-

lations!   

 

Quite a few of our salad vegetables were ready to be harvested, so when asked who wanted to come 

out and help with this, we had quite a few ‘takers’.  We harvested leaves from several types of lettuce 

we have growing, some delicious snow peas, a few baby spinach leaves, and some sage and thyme.  

The children washed, cut, and tore up these ingredients.  We then mixed them all together in a bowl and 

served it out to the children.  Some ate it straight out of the bowl, whilst others took our advice and 

placed in in their lunch sandwiches.  Yum!  We only had a few children refuse to try it! The children are 

keen to explore their environment and discover new experiences.  They follow and extend their own in-

terests with enthusiasm, energy and concentration 

 

The Kitchen Garden is quite productive at the moment so we decided to harvest our kale, before the 

insects helped themselves to even more (although there really is enough for all to share!). We have 2 dif-

ferent varieties of kale…Tuscany and Russian. The insects seem to leave the hardier Russians alone! Fiona 

showed us how she makes Kale Chips at her place.  After washing the wattle blossom, excess soil, and 

any other living creatures from the leaves, the children cut the kale into bite size pieces (the thicker stems 

were omitted).  After sprinkling a small amount of pure coconut oil over the leaves, they were then 

spread out on some trays and then placed in the oven for a few minutes.  When they came out of the 

oven, they had so much flavour, and almost ‘melted in the mouth’!  Most of the children tried it, and 

some kept coming back for more!!! It was such a lovely feeling to be able to just go out into the garden 

and choosing what we wanted. 

 

 

 

 

 

We are now in the preparation period for Father’s Day.  The children are so accepting of being interrupt-

ed in their play and called to do their present for Dad.  I am sure that the Dads will be surprised and ex-

cited!! 
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Firstly, thank you to the committee for the lovely flowers I was presented with on my return from leave 

to celebrate finishing my Bachelor (Honours). They are very appreciated and I was taken aback 

when presented with them. It was a lovely day, seeing everyone again after five weeks. Although I 

had an amazing time, I missed everyone and was overwhelmed by the welcome back I received. 

Thank you also to all our families for working so hard at the working bee, we could not provide the 

children with such a lovely environment without you.  

Just a short report again this month, as I have only been back a couple of weeks.  

Lisa continued to embrace the children’s interest in colour mixing, through experiments and using cel-

lophane and light. She also taught the children techniques with brain gym to help them concentrate 

and settle. sustainable practices were supported by introducing the children to grapefruit and then 

using the peel to deter the slugs that are feasting on our produce. 

When returning I shared with the children some items that I had gathered on my travels, they learnt 

how Swiss farmers find their cattle with bells, How Venetians celebrate festivals with masks and this 

sparked an interest in masks. We looked at Babushka dolls which supported understandings of size, 

family and caring for others and tasted Biscotti. My travel has supported the understanding of diverse 

cultures we have been saying goodbye in different languages this has now been extended to in-

clude languages the children’s families speak. It has also sparked an interest in flags which has sup-

ported colour recognition and pattern making.   

We have now started to get ready for Father’s Day. We are supporting the children interest in writing 

by making invitations for their dads to come to Fathers night. This is also supporting an understanding 

of how the mail system works. The making of their presents has been initiated by the children’s interest 

in play with clay and the cards have been inspired by the children’s interest in colour mixing and art 

with nature. The children have been given a choice as to which resource they would like to use. 

Physically the children have a large interest in conquering the monkey bars. To support this, we have 

planned activities that encourage the children to use their upper body strength such as rope climb-

ing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the last week we have included a display on dental care, this is to support a child who attended 

the dentist last week and a hospital setup which is in the interest of a child whose sister was hospital-

ised and the many sick children we have had. Both experiences will help support intentional teaching 

of hygiene and healthy eating. 

 

3 Year Olds 

By Lyn De Giorgio, Certified Supervisor and Group Activity Leader 
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

President Michaela Collins president.warrandyte@kindergarten.vic.gov.au 0413 183 610 

Vice President  Vanessa Green-
street 

vicepresi-
dent.warrandyte@kindergarten.vic.gov.au 

0406 426 634 

Secretary  Melissa Baggoley secretary.warrandyte@kindergarten.vic.gov.au 0417 349 002 

Treasurer Veronica Ernst treasurer.warrandyte@kindergarten.vic.gov.au 0417 176 972  

GENERAL COMMITTEE 

Assistant Secretary Katie Pelosi Market Parking Coordinator Isabella Van Dongen 
Fundraising Coordinator  

– General 
Esther Smith Maintenance Officer Leon Du Toit 

Fundraising Coordinator 

– Festival 
Ester Smith and 
Michaela Collins 

Festival Float Tony Hackett and  
Liam Baggoley 

Fundraising Officers Rachel Paul, Isabella Van Dongen, Rachael Banks, Brigid Linden, Tamara Kamphuis,  
Andrea Williams. 

PARENT REPRESENTATIVES 

3YO Group Parent Representative   Sarah  scornishsmith@gmail.com 

Katie Pelosi pelosi.katie.e@gmail.com 4YO Group Parent Representative   

2017 Warrandyte Kindergarten Parent Survey!  
 

 

By Michaela Collins 

Thank you to all families who have taken the time to complete our annual parent survey for 2017. De-

pending on when this Possum Post edition hits your inbox, you still may have time to complete the sur-

vey if you haven't already; it closes on Monday September 4th. This survey provides invaluable infor-

mation about our service which helps us to understand what we are doing well and where we could 

improve.  

The link to the survey is http://surveys.kindersurveys.com.au/s3/WarrandyteKindergarten17  
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